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ABSTRACT

Certain neutron excess heavy nuclei have a thick neutron skin on the nuclear 
surface. In this paper detailed collective densities excitations in heavy nuclei with a large 
neutron excess and a thick neutron skin will be considered within the framework of the 
"hydrodynamic" model. It will be shown that low energy isoscalar excitations are possible. 
The knowledge obtained will give information on the neutron thickness, the compressibility 
and the surface tension of neutron excess at low density.



Recently the properties of neutron excess light nuclei have been studied extensively 
both theoretically and experimentally. The studies reveal the insight into the properties of 
the collective states in the consequence of excitations of a thick neutron skin on the nuclear 
surface such as low energy giant dipole resonance(4,5,6). However, the results obtained 
cannot be extended to the case of neutron excess heavy nuclei as there exists the difference 
in the density of nuclear matter and the density of nucleons in the volume of the light nuclei 
and the heavy nuclei.

The main objective of the this paper is to try to give a possible description of the 
collective density excitations in large neutron excess heavy nuclei in a theoretical aspect. 
This type of survey, therefore, is quite sensitive to the model employed as will be shown tn 
the following calculation.

2 . Equations of motion and the spectrum of isoscalar excitations
The model used is the hydrodynamic model with the first sound approximation 

which employs a two step radial density distribution as in Fig. 1. The main character of this 
model is that nucleons in the stable core nucleus and neutrons in the thick skin are both 
considered as nuclear matter with certain density. Thus the hydrodynamic wave equation 
will be used to describe the time and space evolution of these density excitations, 
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This is justified due to the fact that nucleons in a nucleus acts strongly with a 

neutron halo as well as neutrons in the halo themselves. This gives rise to an abrupt change 
in the density both at the core radius, Re, and at the radius of the neutron halo, Rh.

The equations of motion employed for both the neutron density excitations in the 
halo and the density excitations inside the core under this first sound approximation of the 
hydrodynamic model can be obtained easily obtained from the hydrodynamic wave 
equations:

TTPh(r’t) -  ~ r APh(r>t) =2 ^ 11 v .v  -  -  (1)dt 9M



where ph and pc are the density excitations in the neutron halo and inside the 
corerespectively. K h and K c are the compressibilities of nuclear matter in the halo and 
inisde the core. M is the necleon mass. Obviously, the solutions of equations (1) and (2) 
must satisfy the boundary conditions at the surface of the core and the halo and at the 
outer surface of the neutron halo as follows:

The second term on the left hand side of both equations involve the pressure in 
the radial direction associated with the variation of neutron density.
i.e

and
ph(r' t) = ■“ ไ: P h M9M (3)

p c ( r > 0  =  ~ ~ T P c ( r ’ 09M (4)

where Ph and Pc denote the radial pressure in the halo and in the core respectively. It is 
easy to see that

Pc(r,t) Rc = ph(r,t) Rc + Ps( r 0, t) (5)

where Ps(r 0, t) comes from the surface tension forces due to the change in the shape of 
the core surface.

The other two boundary conditions at the core surface are 
vc(r,t) |Rc = Vsc(Rc,t)

V c M  Rc = v h(r,t)

(6)

(7)
where vc(r,t) is the radial velocity of the nucleons in the core, Vsc(Rc,t) is the 
velocity of the core surface and vh(r,t) is the radial velocity of the neutrons in the halo.

At the outer surface of the neutron halo, the boundary conditions are
Vh(r,t)|R11 = vs 11 (Rh,t) (8)

ph (r’0  Rh = Psh(R h ’t) (9)

The solutions of (1) and (2) are easily found ,(I) to be of the form
P h M  =  Ph[a h j L ( k nLhr) +  P h y L ( k nLhr) ] Y LM(0 .'t,) T( t ) ( 1 0 )



PCM  = otcpc[jL(knLcr)] YLM(0,4>)T(t) (11)

a c,a11 andph are the amplitudes ; jL(knLh,cr) the spherical Bessel function of the first 
kind; yL(knLhr) the spherical Bessel function of the second kind; YLM(e.<t>) the 
spherical harmonics and T(t) the harmonics time dependence. As knL11 >c are wave 
vectors of the ท111 excitation of multipolarity L, thus the frequency, conL 1 is

COnL
f V  M/2 R c,h

9M k nLc,h (1 2 )

The Spectrum of isoscalar collective excitations of multipolarity L can then be 
determined from

EnL = ท L (13)

3 . Calculation of ©nL

To find conLfrom (13) one must know knLc 11 which in turn involves the
knowledge of vc, vh, vsc, vsh, R 0,and R 11. As we are now employing the hydrodynamic
model ,the equation of continuity for nucleon and neutron flow in the core and in the 
halo applies here and yields,

k„Lc

, , V f[“ hjL(k nLh*') + PhyL(knLhr)]yLM(0.,l>)},̂ Ovh(r,t) = ------------------------------- i----------- 1-----  (15)
k nLh

The second principle employed is that the multipole density oscillations in the 
volume of the nucleus give rise to multipole oscillations on the surface of the core and 
the neutron shell. Therefore the radius Rh,Rc depend on time and oscillate as

Rh(t) = Rh[l + as11YLM(e,«t.)T(t)] (16)
and

Rc(t) = Rc[l + a scYLM(e,<t>)T(t)] (17)
We then have

Vsh(Rh,t) = Rh(t) = RhashYLM(e,«t.)T(t)
and

(18)



Vsc(r c, i) = Rc (t) = Rca scYLM(e,<i»)T(t) (19)

The third principle is that the surface tension comes from the gradient terms in 
the density functional. Therefore, this tension forces act on the surface of the halo and 
on the surface of the core as well. Assuming that the nucleus is an incompressible fluid, 
the two forces then have the same form.

p 11(r 11 t) = CTh(L-l)(L+2)qs 11YLM(e,4,)T(t) (20}
R h

and

Psc(R c ,t) =  CTc— ~  1^ L + 2 K cY l m ( 6 . ^ T ( t) (2 1 )

where ah is the surface tension of the outer surface of the neutron halo and ac is the 
surface tension of the core surface.

Substituting (10) - (12) and (14) - (21) into (5) - (9), the following five 
equations are obtained;

a cJL  ( k cnLR c )
k cnLR c

K c0, ,  Pc“ cjL(kcnLRc) = ^ (L -l)(L + 2 )a s1 9M

+ T7TPh [a hjL(khnLRc) + PhyL(khnLR c)] 9M

(22)

(23)

[a h j L ' ( k hnLR c )  +  P h y L ' ( k hnLR c ) l
k hnLR c

(24)

:TPh[a hjL(khnLRh) + PhyL(khnLR h)] = “ 1)(L + 2) a sh (25)M R h

[a h J l  ( k hnLR h ) +  L ( k hnLR h)]
k hnLR h

= ash (26)

These five equations may then be solved for the five unknowns
a , 1 ;a c , p  11, a sc , a s 11 as a nonzero oscillation frequency co^occurs only when the 

determinant of these equation vanishes. These unknowns enable us to find the



frequency of the density excitations of multipolarity Lin a heavy nucleus with thick 
neutron skin which in turn yields the excitation energy EnL.

4.Results
To test the validity of the model proposed, we calculated the excitation energies 

for tin, รท whose proton number corresponds to a magic nucleus. The number of 
neutrons in the halo is N h= 40 and the number of nucleons in the core is A 1 = 120.The 
results optained are shown below:

Table 1 shows the excitation energy as calculated from the above procedure. Xn 
is the ratio between the core energies £ 11110 and the halo energies EnL11. These Xn 
determine the nature of the states. The energy of monopole resonance is about 18 MeV 
whereas the dipole isoscalar resonance is about 25 MeV. The results shows taht there 
are many new levels which do not occur when a thick neutron skin is not considerd and 
that these states have much lower energies than these of giant resonance in nuclei taht 
do not have a halo.

It is impossible to study resonance at multipolarity > 2 in the first sound 
approximation. Therefore, this work should be extended to cover those collective states.
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Table 1

ท L EnL Xn
1 0 8.1 0.112 X  10"1
2 0 18.4 4.16
3 0 21.0 0.321
4 0 30.4 0.752 X 10'1
5 0 34 6 14.3
6 0 43.1 0.311 X 10’1
7 0 51.2 10.7
8 0 54.6 0.821 X 10'1
9 0 67.2 0.205
10 0 68 7 7.62
1 1 6.1 0.291 X 10'1
2 1 19.2 0 401 X  10'1
3 1 26.1 18.4
4 1 31.5 0.436 X 10'1
5 1 43 2 2.22
6 1 44.1 0.648
7 1 51 1 0.91 X 10'1
8 1 59.4 17.6
9 1 65.8 0.421 X  10'1
10 1 77.2 3.46

Experimental diffuseness of proton density® 0.48 F
Core compressibility(3) 220 MeV
Halo compressibility(3) 50 MeV


